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We strive to be the search firm 
of choice for senior appointments 
across Africa.

We believe we offer our clients an 
unrivalled ability to identify the best 
business leaders for our clients today
who are committed to developing 
the leaders of tomorrow.
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Who we are

It was founded in March 2010 by Richard Putley and Sarah

Fitzgerald who combined over 40 years of recruitment expertise

with their established international and Africa networks, having

both covered the Africa market for the previous three years.  

As a result of continued success and delivery, Executives in

Africa is now the largest executive search team covering  purely

Africa, supported by an in-house research team boasting both

French and Portuguese language assessment skills. 

Our extensive international network, combined with the 

understanding of recruiting into local markets in Africa, gives 

Executives in Africa an unrivalled ability to identify the best 

business leaders for our clients today who are committed 

to developing the leaders of tomorrow.

Our search process is thorough, efficient and tailored to the

specific needs of each client. We expect and offer honesty

and integrity when working in partnership with our clients,

valuing long term relationships above short term gain.

Above all, we pride ourselves on delivering 
what we promise.

‘The largest Executive Search Team focused purely on roles based in
Africa, with over 100% success rate for Retained Executive Search.’

Executives in Africa is an Executive Search firm, based out of the 
UK, focused purely on delivering executive level hires for roles in Africa. 
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When to use Executive Search

The best talent in any organisation is one of its most 

valuable assets and companies invest extensive time and 

resources to retain this talent.  

The only way to access those candidates therefore is to 

identify them through traditional executive search methods;

mapping the market and then proactively approaching / 

headhunting them from their place of work. Our experience 

has shown that the majority of candidates we identify, shortlist

and who are subsequently hired through executive search,

would not respond to an advertised job and had not 

previously been actively considering other opportunities.

By thoroughly researching the market, identifying and

proactively approaching every suitable person for a role,

clients can be confident that a thorough review of the whole

market has been made and that the very best available 

candidate has been identified when making an offer.

The Executives in Africa Search Process ensures every 

executive search campaign runs to a defined, strict

timetable ensuring a prompt, controlled, and where 

necessary, confidential solution to the requirement, 

with guaranteed delivery of quality results.

Executive Search is most suited to critical leadership roles where hiring the very 
best business leader will give companies a competitive advantage in the market
place. It is also the best way to identify rare and highly specific technical skills
which are in short supply.

‘Executives in Africa are clearly distinguished by their talent hunt culture.
They have a clear and well balanced approach into managing expectations 
of both sides with a great degree of follow up after the engagement.’
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Why use Executives in Africa?

We believe we have the largest executive search team

with a primary focus on Africa and an unrivalled network 

of relevant professionals. Our consultants have worked on

mandates in over twenty five countries in Africa and regularly

visit the continent, giving us a thorough understanding of 

the operating environment and challenges locally.

We are particularly passionate about hiring local African 

candidates where possible and are expert at relocating

Africans in Diaspora, as well as finding expatriates where

specific specialist knowledge is required. 60% of our 

placements to date have been African nationals which 

is a growing requirement for multinational companies 

as well as for local indigenous businesses. 

Across our team, we have sector specialists within our 

consulting and in-house research teams across FMCG, 

retail, oil & gas, mining, financial services, private equity &

venture capital, telecommunications, media & technology,

transport & logistics, engineering, property & construction,

professional services, healthcare & industrial manufacturing.

Through selecting the best qualified team for each 

assignment, we can identify, engage, accurately assess 

and deliver a shortlist within four weeks of the initial briefing,

and six weeks for CEO level roles. Our team approach, 

combined with a thorough two stage assessment process,

enables us to offer more than one consultant’s perspective

on our client’s needs.

Africa Specialists Sector Specialists

‘Thank you for your work and support in finding two very good candidates 
for Nigeria. It was good to see such a broad group of quality candidates 
and the Nigerian team were equally impressed.’
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Why use Executives in Africa?

Executives in Africa are proud of our track record 

of delivery, even having succeeded where other firms 

have not. In fact we have an incredible success rate of 

over 100% brought about through many of our clients 

hiring multiple candidates off our short lists.

By applying our defined Search Process, we are so 

confident that we will deliver a satisfactory short list 

that we are prepared to offer guaranteed delivery on 

all retained searches in financial terms. 

In short, when you engage with Executives in Africa, 

you can rest assured that your role will be filled.

‘I have been using 
Executives in Africa for just 
over five years. They have
made in excess of 30 senior
placements in my African 
units, predominantly Nigeria.’ 
Global Head of Recruitment, 
FMCG Multinational

Track Record of Success

‘EiA invested the time and resources up front to truly understand 
the brief and candidate position profile. Getting a clear and agreed 
framework up front resulted in a streamlined approach wherein the 
candidate short-list was sharp and focused.’
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Why use Executives in Africa?

We undertake traditional search methods, always 

staring with a ‘blank piece of paper’ and fully mapping 

companies and individuals who match the target profile.

Through activating our established networks across Africa

and internationally, we can undertake this mapping and 

start head hunting suitable candidates within days 

of instruction.

When you receive a short list from Executives in Africa, 

you will be confident that we have done full due diligence 

of the market on your behalf, and that the candidates 

selected represent the very best available individuals 

for your brief, at that point in time.

We aim to work closely in partnership with our clients, 

developing a thorough understanding of their business,

growth plans and strategies in each country and giving 

us the ability to pre-empt recruitment plans through 

offering relevant candidates who arise through 

ongoing networking.

Business in Africa operates to a large extent on 

referrals and our success has been built on continual 

referrals and recommendations. 

Success is the only option; we will not take on searches 

we cannot deliver on and we always deliver on time.

Due Diligence on Every Search Partnership

‘EiA builds partnerships to the extent that it feels like an in-house resource.
I particularly liked the comprehensive process from research to selection 
and the weekly updates gave me a high degree of confidence that a full 
and thorough search was being undertaken by the team.’
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Geographical Reach

The UK provides us with reliable communications 

networks, a location with good transport links 

internationally, and on similar time zones to many of 

our candidates and clients on the African continent.

Being a UK based Executive Search firm has also given

us credibility and impartiality with candidates, thereby

also reflecting well on our clients regarding their 

commitment as a business and seriousness to hire. 

Our Consultants have worked on mandates 

in the following countries;

Angola, Botswana, Cameroon, Chad, Côte d’Ivoire, DRC,

Egypt, Ethiopia, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, 

Gineau  Bissau, Kenya, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique,

Niger, Nigeria, San Tome et Principe, Senegal, South 

Africa, South Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo, 

Tunisia, Uganda.

Executives in Africa are based in the UK rather than in any one specific
African country due to the constant needs of our clients, when looking at C-level
hires, to source high calibre individuals, both expats and Africans in Diaspora, 
from international locations, as well as from Africa.

‘Richard and his team show great experience in their work, especially when
you are a non-African candidate. The country visit was carefully organized
and supported throughout which was an important and sensitive step for me.’
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We believe Executives in Africa offer an 
unrivalled ability to deliver on executive
searches in Africa. With the combination of 
our proven track record for senior roles and
the commitment of each member of our team
to deliver excellence and complete every
Search, it is unsurprising that our clients are
delighted to recommend us.

‘I would recommend Executives in Africa; Your determination, assistance 
and perseverance were exceptional and of the highest professional standard.’
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For further information:

info@executivesinafrica.com / www.executivesinafrica.com

Our core values:
Be exceptional

Stronger together

Driving professional growth

Trusted to deliver

Treat everyone with respect

Thinking long term not short term
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